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Figure 1 - Writing feather from 19th Century1. 
                                                          











































































































There's a mysterious man 












































Happy Yellow  
Hopeful Green  
Excited Orange  
Energetic Light Blue  
Loved Pink  
Fearful Black  



























Flow Dimensions Cronbach’s Alpha 
Concentration .629 
Sense of Control .797 
Lost Self-Consciousness .672 







Condition A Condition B Condition C 
Mean 8.73 9.55 9.27 
Median 9.00 10.00 9.00 






















                                                          
4 http://www.hitcents.com/b2b/work/hanx  













Day Happy Creative 
D1 3 4 
D2 3 2 
D3 4 3 
D4 3 5 
D5 4 4 
D6 5 4 
D7 4 4 
D8 6 5 
D8 5 6 
D9 4 5 
D10 7 6 
D11 7 5 
D12 6 6 
D13 8 7 
D14 10 8 



























                                                          
















































































































                                                          
8 http://www.airwick.us/products/room-sprays/ 
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5,7857 6,2857 6,8571 5,8214 6,2143
,35114 ,56544 ,76543 ,49315 ,66240
6,0000 6,7500 7,7500 5,0000 5,0000
,92903 1,49603 2,02514 1,30475 1,75255Std. Deviation
Statistics
Mean




NoOdor Coffee Orange Perfume Fragrance
5,4286 6,7143 6,5714 6,2857 6,0000
,81232 ,64418 ,92214 ,83707 1,00000
5,0000 7,0000 8,0000 7,0000 6,0000




































•How mobile is this 
tool?
•Can the tool be used 
anywhere, on the 
move?
•Would you say that 
this tool helps you 
write better?
•When you get a new 
idea, how fast is to 
write it done using 
this tool?
HAVEN
•How immersed in 
your writing did you 
feel when using this 
tool?
•How bored did you 
feel when writing whit 
this tool?
•How inspired do you 
feel when writing with 
this tool?
•Can you think clearly 
when writing with this 
tool?
EVOLUTION
• If you were to write a 
new story, how would 
this tool help the flow 
of new ideas?
•Do you see this tool 
as an alternative that 
allows you to write 
better?
•Woul you agree that 
writing with this tool 
might produce 
different story results?
•What was your 
progress in terms of 
writing, when you 
used this tool?
SHUFFLE
• If you were given 
several topics to write 
about, would this tool 
help you prioritize 
them?
• Is the tool versatile 
enough to adapt to 
your writing habits?
•Coul you see yourself 
developing new kinds 
of writing with this 
tool?
•Did you find this tool 





















•Would using this tool improve my performance?
•Would using this tool enhance my effictiveness as a writter?
•Would using this tool increase my productivity in writing?
•Would I find this tool useful in my writing?
Perceived 
Ease of Use
•Would learning to operate this tool be easy for me?
•Would I find it easy to get this tool to do what I want?
•Would it be easy for me to become skilled at using this tool?
•Would I find this tool easy to use?
Attitude 
Toward Using
• Is using this tool a good idea?
• Is using this tool a wise idea?
•Do I like the idea of using this tool?
•Would using this tool be pleasant/enjoyable?
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